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ARcltAEoloGY iN TltE FAST LANE
ARCHAEOLOGY iN THE SALTON TROUGH
Martin D. Rosen, Caltrans District ll, San Diego
[Condensed from Part 6 of a continuing series appearing in the San Diego
County Archaeological Society Newsletter, Vol. 15, No. 5, pp. 7-10]
Most people are familiar with the Salton Sea. What
many people do not know is that the Salton Sea was
created by accident during the period from 19051908. While working on an early irrigation project to
divert Colorado River water to the Imperial Valley,
engineers accidentally broke the river's natural levee
allowing all its water to flow unchecked into
the Salton Trough for almost three years
before it could be rediverted.

Part of Caltrans District 11 includes large areas
of the lower Colorado Desert in Riverside and Imperial Counties. One of the projects we have been
working on over the years is the widening of Highway 86. If you're not familiar with the region, Highway 86 runs along the western side of the Salton
Sea, from El Centro on the south, to Indio on the
north, a distance of roughly 90 miles.
Caltrans is proposing to widen certain
portions from two to four lanes. The project
has been divided into segments,
which are called units. I have
had the privilege of covering
Units 1 to 5, which begin near
,··· _
Kane Spring on the south and
end three miles into Riverside 1, .~--,
County, for a total of28 miles. \ •. ~J..
We are calling this portion of - . •
the widening the Highway 86
Expressway. The remainder of the project, the last
22 miles ending in Indio at Interstate 10, will be
built along a new alignment. I've been working on
the project since 1982, and it's still not done,
although the first unit of the expressway is currently
under construction. To date I have authored 20
reports, supervised the excavation of six sites, and
surveyed close to 300 miles of the desert landscape.

/a,

The Salton Sea today is one of the most
saline bodies of water in the world. This is
because it is fed mostly by agricultural run-off, carrying many contaminants into the sea through
the Alamo and New Rivers. The
sea has no outlet, consequently,
through time, what began as an
accidental freshwater lake has
gradually become a saltwater lake.
The freshwater fish species which thrive in the colorado River cannot survive in the Salton Sea. Today,
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the sea is stocked with saltwater species. The level

of the sea is actually rising by about a foot a year due
to the runoff.
Such was not the case prehistorically. What very
few people realize is that the Salton Sea, in the
Salton Trough, is only a pale version of what was
once a very large freshwater lake. This prehistoric
lake could hold many Salton Seas for at its highest
point it stretched from present-day Indio south
almost 30 m into Mexico. During periods of heavy

There are two things about the region which
have dramatically affected the settlement and subsistence patterns of the Native Americans who lived
there: (1) Lake Cahuilla, and (2) the desert itself.
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rains along the upper Colorado and Gila Rivers, the
flow to the gulf would increase to a point where the
Colorado River would break the natural levees lining
its course and get diverted into the Salton Trough.
The high-water mark for the lake was reached at
roughly 12 m (40 ft) above mean sea level, producing
a lake almost 100 m deep. The old shoreline of the
lake can still be seen in places, especially in the area
of Travertine Rock, on the west side of the Salton Sea
at the Imperial/Riverside county line.

niences to the local groups. Only minor readjustments would have been necessary for these people.
I would suspect that a combination of both situations and others not yet recognized existed. Our
research indicates quite clearly that many settlements existed around the high-water line of the lake.
Surveys of this area have been ongoing since the early 1930s, first by Malcolm Rogers of the San Diego
Museum of Man, next by Benjamin McCown of the
Archaeological Survey Association, later by Wilke
and even later by Jay von Werlhof of Imperial Valley
College, and most recently by the Bureau of Land
Management, and by companies like Wirth Environmental Services and Westec Services working on
large-scale utility projects.

This lake has been variously called Lake Cahuilla, Lake Le Conte, and Blake's Sea-the latter for
the geologist who first noted the feature in the mid1800s. As water from the Colorado River reached
the high-water mark (+12 m), the river would again
redivert itself out through the Gulf of California.
Since the lake was cut off from a fresh water source,
it would begin to desiccate rapidly if not refilled. In
fact, Phil Wilke (University of California, Riverside)
estimates that the lake would have taken roughly 12
years to reach the high-water stage and could have
completely dried up in only 50 years. He estimates
that the lake would drop 5 ft in elevation per year.
Once the lake level had fallen to roughly 100 ft below
sea level he believes it would have become too saline
to support its freshwater fish population.

These aboriginal settlements vary from large
sites covering many acres to numerous, ephemeral
campsites represented only by a few sherds or lithics.
The larger sites may contain various rock features,
cremations, and large artifact inventories. The rock
features might include geoglyphs, hearths, sleeping
circles, cairns, trail markers, or fish traps (or weirs).
The latter feature is interesting-the fish trap or
weir occurs throughout California and in many other
parts of the world; however, its form and how it was
used varies from area to area. Around the shores of
Much of the work currently being done along
Lake Cahuilla the traps are generally "J" "U", or
West Mesa, East Mesa, the dunes along the north
"V"-shaped. They have an opening near the pointed
end, which points down-slope. The rocks are not
shore, and by Caltrans along the Highway 86 corridor,i-s-foeu-s-ing oirh-ow---aboriginal populati-ons-adap~d high,-usuaHy not m-Me than one to three coursed to the changing desert conditions brought about
es. It is assumed that some sort of wicker (basketry)
by a "here today-gone tomorrow" lake. Part of the
construction fit on the open end. We do not know if
problem is figuring out just how many times in preweirs were used to store fish, or if they were built to
history the Salton Trough was filled by a freshwater
provide shelters where the fish could come to spawn
and then be easily captured with spear or club.
lake. Wilke's research, and later work by Michael
Waters (Texas A&M University) lend support to at
Over the years we have recorded close to 150
least five to six different lacustrine periods during
such features along the recessional shoreline of Lake
the last 1,000 years (Waters has also written about
Cahuilla. At any given location one might find anyeven larger lakes in the region during the Pleiswhere from one to hundreds of the features. At one
particularly interesting site the features occur in
tocene).
Two of the most widely accepted theories regardrows, with each successive row about 5ft lower than
ing human adaptation to a changing Lake Cahuilla
the previous one. This site was used for at least five
come from Wilke and David Weide. Wilke has viewed
seasons judging by the elevation change over the
the lake level as remaining rather stable over long
area it covers. Hardly any artifacts are ever encounenough periods of time for a large population to
tered with the traps, but on occasion we have found
what appears to be associated sleeping circles and
develop around its perimeter. The population would
have been rather sedentary so that the eventual and
hearths with numerous pieces of burned fish bone.
final desiccation of the lake in the late 1500s would
We have identified what we believe to be a bladehave had disastrous affects on the local inhabitants,
like industry from a site located near Travertine
with ultimately many people leaving the region altoRock. Other aspects of our work have focused on the
gether.
use of Obsidian Butte, located near the southeastern
Weide believes, on the other hand, that the lake
end of the Salton Sea (when Lake Cahuilla was
level was unstable so that aboriginal subsistence
extant the butte would have been under water and
would not have refocused itself towards its lacustrine
inaccessible).
habitat. Populations around the lake would have
We have found the region a fascinating place to
been small, probably seasonal in nature, with the
work, and only wish we could have avoided the summer months a little more often.
final desiccation of the lake causing minor inconve-
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SCA

NEEds YOUR HElp

In January 1988, the SCA will begin the election
process to select four new officers. The positions
which will be decided in the upcoming election are:
•
•
•
•

!

-

If there is someone you know who you feel would
make a good officer, we urge you to turn them in (for
their own good of course).

President Elect
Northern Vice President
Southern Vice President
Secretary.

Beth Padon is serving as Chairman of
the Nominating Committee, and is actively seeking candidates to fill these positions.
The only restriction is that the Northern Vice
President must be from the northern half of the
state, and the Southern Vice President from the
southern half.

The future of the SCA depends on continuing to
find good officers. We urge you to help. Please contact Beth by December 15, 1987.

But we need your help. If you are interested
in contributing some time and energy to the SCA, we
urge you to contact Beth at the address below.

Beth Padon
3285 Sepulveda #3
Los Angeles, CA 90034

MESSAGE fROM Tl-IE PRESidENT
The most recent SCA Board meeting was held at
the Southern Data Sharing meetings at UCLA on
October 10. After the board meeting, Southern Vice
President John Parker, President-Elect Michael Glassow, and I visited the Pacifica Hotel in Culver City
(in the Los Angeles area). The SCA is currently negotiating with the Pacific Hotel for the 1989 Meetings.
The board members received a complete tour and
briefing by the hotel staff: Dr. Glassow is currently
reviewing their proposal.
Jim Woodward, Membership Chairman, outlined
some of his ideas concerning a membership drive.
These will be implemented as soon as possible, and
include production of more of the successful tear-off
membership applications.
Mark Raab, Past President, volunteered to develop a computerized membership list for use in the
Business Office. This list will be based on the computer program used by his students at the last Annual Meeting. The Board feels that the generation of a
membership list on the computer will greatly assist
the Business Office in checking membership status.
We hope that many of the problems that we have had
with questions about checks and membership will be
solved by this program and its implementation.
Michael Glassow and Beth Padon were appointed

by the president to a CRM Guidelines Committee.
This committee will work to assemble guidelines from
around the state for public use.
In a related move, the Board voted to have Southern Vice President John Parker edit his pamphlet on
land development for distribution, under the SCA
logo, to all of the Information Centers. This pamphlet, which will be updated, describes in detail the
environmental process and how developers can follow
legal requirements.
Finally, the Style Guide for the SCA Proceedings
was adopted by the Board. This document was distributed to authors who complied with the submittal
deadline. These papers will be reviewed and readied
for publication by the President with help from three
San Die~o editors: Tim Gross, Lynne Christenson,
and Martm Rosen.
The next board meeting will be at UCLA on January 16, 1988.
Susan Hector, President

UCLA ARcliAEoloGicAl
INfORMATiON CENTER

OpERATiON SAVE
SAVE ARcl-tAEoloGicAL
VALUES fOR EVERYONE

This summer the UCLA Archaeological Information Center (IC) signed a contract with the State
Office of Historic Preservation.

Vandalism and looting continue unabated in the
Pacific Northwest; indeed the destruction of archaeological resources may now be escalating. In response,
the BLM in Oregon and Washington has initiated
Operation SAVE. The following information has been
extracted from a lengthy information packet which
was submitted to the SCA Newsletter. The summary
which appears below was prepared by Richard C.
Hanes, BLM Portland.

Background
For the past 30 years, the UCLA Archaeological
Survey Office has been compiling records of archaeological sites, surveys, and excavations. Originally,
the office maintained site records for all of Southern
California (U.C. Berkeley handled Northern California).
In the late 1960s the UCLA Office was part of the
SCA Regional Clearinghouse System. In the 1970s it
became part of the newly formed California Archaeological Inventory as was assigned the task of maintaining records for Ventura, Los Angeles, and Orange
Counties.

INTRoducTiON
Despite the threat of tougher penalties for damaging archaeological sites and unauthorized removal
of artifacts from public lands posed by the Archaeological Resources Protection Act, vandalism and looting of sites in the Northwest not only continues, but
appears to be escalating annually. Frustration over
the poor progress being made by ad hoc discoveries of
violations, uncoordinated and sporadic efforts of public awareness of the problem, anJ! the focus of national efforts almost exclusively on the Southwest related
to pueblos and pottery, has led the BLM in
Oregon/Washington to develop and implement an
operation which addresses the problem through various avenues.

Problem
Although recognized as the official repository for
site records and reports, the UCLA IC has been operating without a contract with the State Office of Historic Preservation for the past five years.
This lack....of.funding, coupled with the transfer oL
the IC from the Anthropology Department to the
Institute of Archaeology, has limited the ability of the
office to operate at top efficiency. The area particularly hard hit was the agency outreach program
(reviewing and commenting on city and county planning documents, etc.).

A formal plan, initially developed in 1986 by
Lynell Schalk, Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge for
the Portland office of the BLM, has received formal
support from the BLM State Director this past winter
and approval from the Bureau's Washington D.C.
office this spring. Some important aspects of the
operation have already been implemented in recent
months. The operation involves the coordinated
efforts of law enforcement staff, the cultural
resources program, and the public affairs office and
consists of the following three pronged attack:

The UCLA Information Center
Enters a New Phase
During the past two years, the IC has started to
computerize archaeological site data and reports.
The office has moved to a new facility providing three
times more floor and counter space. The staff is busy
updating the map file. This summer, the Information Center entered into a new contract with the
State Office of Historic Preservation.
The IC has opened lines of communication with
the 119 city, 3 county, and various state and federal
agencies which operate within its jurisdiction.

1. Public education initiatives
a. Approval to produce and distribute posters,
brochures, stickers, and flyers has been granted and
the various designs are well underway. With the
appropriate tribal concurrence, incorporated within
the artwork is the motif of Tsagaglalal-a figure
derived from a Wishram tribal legend and meaning
"She Who Watches." Not only striking in appearance,
the motif also represents the BLM's urging that the
public maintain a vigilance over the region's cultural
Continued on page 9

It is hoped that this increase in communication
will result in more planning document review work.
The more document review conducted by the Information Center, the more sites saved during the planning process. In addition, it usually means more
work for the private sector archaeologists.

For more information on the UCLA Information
Center, call (213) 825-1720.

r
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WRECk DiVERS CiTEd

RiVERSidE CltiNATOWN

Twenty divers were cited on October 4, 1987 by
federal and state law enforcement authorities for illegal artifact removal from two 19th century ships
wrecked within Channel Islands National park and
National Marine Sanctuary. Investigators from
National Park Service, National Marine Fisheries
Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and Santa Barbara County Sheriff's Office
met the charter boat Vision at a dock after a three
day wreck diving cruise off the Channel Islands.

Great Basin Foundation's 1984-1985 excavation
of the Riverside Chinatown has moved into the "analysis phase." Twenty-one analysts, specialists in their
respective fields, have received the artifacts are are
in the process of preparing draft reports.
The "Wong Ho Leun" site (as Riverside Chinatown was christened by Maxine Hong Kingston) has
yielded a wealth of information regarding urban settlement of the overseas Chinese. Because it is probably the last center of this type that has not been
redeveloped since its pioneer heyday, the site is providing a unique opportunity to investigate ethnicity
and adaptive strategies.

Acting on information that artifacts were being
recovered without permits, agency investigators
recovered historic artifacts from dive bags and interviewed 25 persons, including the crew of the Vision.

This particular Chinatown came into existence in
1885 and was a major center of activity in southern
California until approximately 1910-1920. The property, privately owned by the Chinese immigrants,
remained in the hands of the Chinese until the death
of George Wong in 1974. Since then, it has been
owned by the County Superintendent of Schools.

Citations were issued to 20 persons for violations
of federal marine sanctuary regulations and cases
were referred to General Counsel, Southwest Regional Office, NOAA for prosecution. An additional 10
citations were made and referred to Santa Barbara
County District Attorney for prosecution. Hundreds
of objects including copper hardware, wooden planking fragments, and other objects were taken as evidence, along with divers' hacksaws, small sledge
hammers, lift bags, rock piles, and tools.

Archaeological investigation by GBF located several commercial and residential structures as well as
infilled basements which resulted from a fire in 1893.
The artifacts span a broad range of Anglo, Japanese,
and Chinese materials; for example, opium pipe bowl
typology (by H. G. Wylie and others) has already
been expanded to include 18 new styles.

The number of citations, nature of evidence collected on board, and the variety of artifacts alleged
taken from two wrecks within two concurrent federal
and one state jurisdiction make this action the most
significant law enforcement effort for shipwreck protection on the West Coast. Artifacts were taken from
the SS Winfield Scott, wrecked on December 2, 1853
near Middle Anacapa Island, and the Goldenhorn,
lost near Santa Rosa Island on September 12, 1892.
The &ott was a wooden-hulled sidewheeler of 1,290
tons, carrying hundreds of passengers from San
Francisco to Panama. Partially salvaged after the
wreck and in 1894, sufficient remains of the Scott
exist for NPS archaeologists to record and map the
wrecksite for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places. The Goldenhorn was a steel-hulled,

Stratigraphic evidence exists for an episode of
flooding occurring shortly after the town's founding
(being located in an arroyo this is not startling).
Above this is a layer of concentrated debris mixed
with charcoal, probably a result of the 1893 fire.
From here to the surface are various layers of deposition all evidencing recent disturbance.
Several locations on the site had been heavily
potted, and recent demolition of buildings and grading heavily impacted the immediate surface to a
depth of approximately 10 cm.
Of major importance was an extensive undis-

four-masted vessel designed to cany large quantities

turbed trash deposit. Due to the trem.endous quanti-

of coal from England to the United States. She carried 1,800 tons of coal at the time of the wreck.

ty and variety of artifacts, the feature was nicknamed the "Bonanza" Pit.

In 1985, five divers were cited by Park Service
rangers for illegally removing artifacts from the Winfield Scott. The cases were heard in federal and state
courts, and convictions were obtained. Known to
divers, both shipwreck locations have been recorded
as protected archaeological/historic resources within
the Park and Sanctuary for public preservation.

Upon completion of the analyses, the data will be
synthesized into a three-volume report. The anticipated publication date is 1987. An advanced publication ordering price has been set at $46.50 postpaid.
Anyone wishing a copy should send a check to: Great
Basin Foundation, 1236 Concord Street, San Diego,
CA 92106.
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such as Chinese and Native Americans, known to
have been mining around the property in the late
1800s. Equally important, Public Anthropological
Research plans to compare data from the Sweetman
Place with other similar homestead studies in Northern California in an attempt to evaluate the significance of this resource type to local and regional history, and to explore the research potential of home sites
for use in future CRM evaluation projects.

Rock CREEk/CRESTA
RESERVOiRS SURVEY
In 1986, A Glenn Caruso of the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company initiated a cultural resources
inventory and preliminary evaluation along 29 miles
of Highway 70 in the North Fork Feather River
canyon, and of approximately 325 acres off the highway east of Oroville. The work is a part of a proposed reservoir maintenance project for PG&E's
Feather River canyon hydroelectric system.

SONOMA STATE HisTORiC PARk

The cultural resources study was performed by
James Gary Maniery and Mary L. Maniery of Public
Anthropological Research. Data generated from this
investigation, although limited to surface features,
have the potential to provide new information, and to
make a substantial contribution to the existing comparative archaeological, historical, and ethnohistorical data base for this region of California.

In early summer 1987 Adrian Praetzellis,
archaeologist, and Mary Praetzellis, historian, investigated two archaeological features in the back lot
behind the site of Vallejo's "Casa Grande" in Sonoma
State Historic Park. This work was done for the City
of Sonoma in advance of road construction.
Feature 1 was a jumble of cobblestones, probably
the result of site clean-up at the time of an ownership
transition; the feature's creators had considerately
placed two marked ceramic vessels under the pile,
which dated to the turn of the 20th century.

Twenty-five sites were found within the 325-acre
parcel and 13 sites were located along the canyon
highway. The 13 canyon sites include three prehistoric, five prehistoric with historic components, and
five historic resources. Historic themes represented
by the sites consist of placer and hard rock mining,
hydroelectric development, recreation and tourism,
highway construction features (i.e., rock walls) and
related camps, and Indian allotment home sites. The
majority of these resources post-date 1915, although
some of the mining and ethnohistoric sites were in
use by 1870.

Feature 2 was a layer of soil, roof tile, brick,
ceramics, and animal bone. It has been dated to the
mid-1840s and is believed to be a product of the
household of General Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo, the
commander of Mexico's northern forces. The brick
and roof tile is typical of that produced during the
Mexican period in Sonoma (1823-1848). The animal
bone was analyzed by Dwight Simons and determined to be almost entirely from cattle; although
mature, these animals were small, as is typical of the
Mexican era. Butchering marks indicated that the
animals had been subjected to a matanza-like slaughter which had left the carcasses semi-articulated.

The 25 sites situated within the 325 acres are in
a region used extensively during the California gold
rush. Eighteen of the resources have historic components. Not surprisingly, 12 of these are related to
mining efforts during the mid and late 1800s, primarily camps, ditches, and tailings. Three of the historic resources are home sites settled soon after, or
perhaps during, the 1850s. Home sites include
standing and collapsed structures, foundations, remnants of orchards, trash deposits, and abandoned
ranching and farm equipment.

Transfer printed tablewares made by the Spode
Company dominated the small ceramic collection
from Feature 2. Although Spode ware is very rare on
mid-19th century sites in California, it is common on
sites of this date within the sphere of influence of
Hudson's Bay Company. Research in merchant's day
books brought to light the trade link between Jacob
Leese, a Sonoma merchant and brother-in-law of
General Vallejo, and the short-lived Hudson's Bay
Company post in San Francisco (1841-1845). Thus,
the presence of Spode ware is explained as representing trade with the Hudson's Bay Company.

Preliminary research has identified informants
who remember or who lived on one of the home sites,
the "Old Sweetman Place," occupied by several different families for about 110 years. Some of the
research topics Public Anthropological Research proposes to explore during subsequent testing at the
Sweetman Place, should PG&E proceed with the project, include changing adaptations and land use in
the area, functions of various features (i.e., "spring
house" and bedrock basement), and the relationship
between the site occupants and other ethnic groups,

A limited number of copies of the report (50
pages, spiral bound) are available at cost ($4.00) by
writing to Adrian Praetzel1is, 705 Madison Street,
Santa Rosa, CA 95401.
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archive. Radar records, for example, can be taken on
standard home video tape and played back for further
analysis or for classroom instructional use. In spite
of the benefits, geophysical surveys require trained
and experienced crews and can be unaffordably
expensive if labor costs are high.

GEopkysicAL SERvicEs
AvAiLAbLE TO ARckAEoloGiSTS
Archaeology is a painstaking, time-consuming,
and exact science, but one that usually destroys a
site as it goes. Some sites are so large or complex
many years are required to even "scratch the surface." Other sites such as National Monuments,
Parks, buildings, or areas covered by streets and
housing are not easily excavated, or may not be
accessible at all. Geophysical methods for remote
sensing can be a great help to the archaeologist and
also provide subsurface maps in many cases that distinguish between barren ground and buried features
of interest. Often surprisingly helpful detail can be
obtained by geophysical sounding so that the archaeologist can assign digging priorities and learn what
one most needs to know about a site.

Recently, Nancy Del Grande's small private company, Geo-Temp Corporation of San Leandro, has
made arrangements with Lambert Dolphin, former
senior physicist at SRI, and several of his colleagues
experienced in geophysics to make their services
available at much lower rates. Geo-Temp services
include ground-penetrating radar, resistivity, seismic
sounding, thermal IR, and geological field work and
mapping. Archaeologists who might be interested in
these services should contact Lambert Dolphin at
21111 Grenola Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014 (408) 9961792, or Nancy Del Grande, 16041 Cambrian Drive,
San Leandro, CA 94578 (415) 276-6325 for further
information.

Aerial photography in England following World
War I showed that many old Roman ruins under cultivated fields could be seen from the air but would be
missed on foot. Electrical resistivity, borrowed from
oil prospectors, soon was able to show that buried
walls, filled trenches, and soil layering could be
mapped by inserting electrodes in the ground. In the
past 20 years a family of ground-penetrating radars
has been developed and successfully employed by
firms such as SRI International, who radar-mapped
at Missions Santa Clara and Santa Cruz in 19851986, earlier at Chaco Canyon, and in Israel in 1983.
SRI also has done extensive high-frequency seismic
sounding, resistivity, and thermal infra-red imagery.
In 1986 Nancy Del Grande, a physicist at Lawrence
Livermore Labs, working in cooperation with Rob
Edwards of Cabrillo College demonstrated that thermal IR could be used for locating Indian graves
under the parking lot adjacent to the original Mission Santa Cruz site. In addition to land surveys,
side-looking and sub-bottom sonars can be very useful in guiding the archaeologist in survey, mapping,
and excavation.

NEW

ON

TkE SkELf

The Church Rock Petroglyph Site: Field Documentation and Preliminary Analysis, by Jo Anne
Van Tilburg, Frank Bock, and A.J. Bock. Occasional
Papers of the Redding Museum No. 4 (1987· x + 113
pages, 2 maps, 66 illustrations, including 11 photographs).
This handsomely illustrated work details the
field study conducted in 1982 by the authors and two
associates at CA-SHA-39, the Church Rock site.

Geophysical equipment suitable for archaeological applications is expensive. A good ground-penetrating radar system costs a minimum of $15,000 and
a thermal IR scanner about $50,000. Much of the
equipment requires a skilled operator to obtain interpretable results. However, the total time required
for a good survey may often be only a few days, and
the value of a relatively large investment on a onetime basis can be beneficial for many subsequent seasons, and hence cost effective overall. The records of
the geophysical survey also constitute a valuable

Major section titles include: Site Description and
Previous Documentation; Background of the Present
Study; Significance of CA-SHA-39; Methodology and
Field Techniques; Geographic/Linguistic Frame of
References; Ethnographic Background; Chronology;
Analysis and Interpretation; Native Americans and
Rock Art Preservation; Types of Rock Art Deterioration/ Destruction; and Research Considerations: Dating Petroglyphs; and numerous others.
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Particularly useful are the numerous well-prepared iHustrations; these will allow study and comparison by researchers throughout the world.

through April. This trip is described in part in their
brochure: "Unlike ... our other Baja expeditions, this
trip .. .is not for everyone. Our group size is limited to
nine hardy souls anxious for a unique and rugged
experience." But the hardy souls willing to make the
9-day mule trip (the area is too rugged for horses),
will experience an area which generally sees fewer
than 100 visitors a year. The highlights of the trip
obviously will be visits to some of the world's greatest
rock art treasures. Caves to be visited include
Cuevas Musica, El Raton, Santa Teresa, Boca San
Julio, Flechas, La Soledad, Pintada (Gardner's Cave),
and others. (Special 12 or 14 day trips also can be
arranged upon request.)

Copies of this work are available for $12.50 each
(California residents add 6% tax) plus $2.50 handling
(add 25¢ per book if more than three books) from the
Redding Museum and Art Center, P.O. Box 427, Redding, CA 96099.

Spirits of the Earth: A Study of Earthen Art in
the North American Deserts. Volume 1, The
North Desert, by Jay von Werlhof, with aerial photographs by Harry Casey (1987; vi+ 303 pages, 362
illustrations, including over 300 photographs).

Available dates, prices, and other information
can be obtained through Baja Expeditions, Inc., 2625
Garnet Avenue, San Diego, CA 92109; phone (619)
581-3311.

The first of three planned volumes focusing on
earthen art in the North American deserts, this wellillustrated work concentrates on the deserts of eastern California and south western Nevada, specifically
Panamint Valley, Eureka Valley, Death Valley, and
Green water Valley.

OTl-tER CAVE TouRs AvAilAble

The focus of von Werlhofs study is rock alignments and geoglyphs in the American desert. Section titles include: Earthen Art: Introductory
Remarks; Of Rock and Earth; Of Art and Religion;
Forms and Processes of Earthen Art; Earthen Art as
Process; Geoglyphs as Trails; Shamans; and Pleistocene Lake Country of North Desert. An appendix
deals with "Designs and Styles of North Desert Rock
Art."

Past Times Art and Archaeological Tours, of
Sacramento, offers guided tours to some of the most
spectacular cave art treasures of the Old World. The
prehistoric art tours this season include two trips to
Altamira, in Spain (March 26-April 2 and June 30July 8), and one trip to Lascaux II, in France (June
14-June 26).
David Abrams, who leads many of the tours, is a
long-time SCA member, but is now famous for other
reasons as well. He was prominently mentioned
("tour director extraordinaire") in the acknowledgments of Jean M. Auel's best seller The Mammoth

The volume is well-prepared and obviously wellp l anned-c lea r ly the result of many years of
painstaking labor. It contains hundreds of beautiful
illustrations, and presents a wealth of information.
This work is a must for serious students of rock art,
California prehistory, or the American deserts. This
three-volume series is destined to become a "standard reference" within its fields.

Hunters.
For additional information on these tours, or the
contemporary art tours to New York and Paris, contact Past Times Art and Archaeological Tours, 800
Larch Lane, Sacramento, CA 95864-5042; phone
(916) 485-8140 (collect).

Copies of this work are available from the Imperial Valley College Museum for $35.00 (paperback)
and $50.00 (hardback; only 100 available). Tax and
shipping are included in the price on prepaid orders.
Contact the Imperial Valley College Museum, 442
Main Street, El Centro, CA 92243. Copies also are
available through Coyote Press (address on page 11
of this Newsletter).

EMployMENT OppORTUNiTy
LSA Associates, Inc., an Orange County environmental, planning, and transportation firm, is seeking
a full-time Staff Archaeologist to join the Cultural
Resource Management staff. The position requires a
Ph.D. in Anthropology, writing and communication
skills, research and project management, experience
and ability to direct archaeological field work. California field experience is desired. Send resume,
salary history, and a sample of your writing to LSA
Associates, Inc., 1 Park Plaza, Suite 500, Irvine, CA
92714, Attn: Beth Padon.

TouR BAjA's PAiNTEd CAVES
Baja Expeditions, Inc., of San Diego, is planning
a series of 9-day mountain pack expeditions to the
Sierra de San Francisco in central Baja California.
The 1987-1988 pack trip season runs from November
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Continued from page 4
resource values and promptly report violations when
observed.

cultural resources. At the top end of the scale, a 40
hour Archaeological Resources Protection Training
Program will be hosted by
the BLM State Office in
Portland in July. The program is sponsored by the
Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center (FLETC).
Invitations have been
distributed to various
state and federal
agencies and tribes
in the Northwest.
A number of
smaller scaled
interagency training sessions are
being conducted at
BLM field offices
and
elsewhere
upon request.

b. Installation of a toll-free
telephone line has been
approved, and should be
operational soon. It will be
available 24 hours a day,
and from points out of
state.
c. Public service
announcements
have been drafted
and will soon be
submitted to the
offices of Governor
Goldschmidt and
Senator Hatfield.
Proposed are brief
radio and video messages urging the public to keep a protective
watch over these fragile resources.

3.
Enforcement
operations

Law enforcement
operations are already
d. A photo exhibit is near
underway. In two sepacompletion highlighting the
large amount of destruction Tsagaglalal- She Who Watches rate 4-day surveillance
efforts, eighteen federal
occurring in the Northwest
agents, rangers, and archaeologists participated in
from vandalism and looting. The exhibit will be
what has to-date constituted the largest aerial
available for use at various events.
surveillance and detection program in the history of
e. A Governor's proclamation establishing a public
archaeological enforcement. Employing a spotter
awareness week has been drafted and the dates for
plane and several ground units throughout a large
implementation are pending readiness of the above
region (beginning along the Deschutes River and
items.
extending south through northeastern California and
eastward through northwestern Nevada toward the
f. Signs have been designed for placement at sites
Owyhee Uplands of southeastern Oregon), over 30
and along well traveled roads across public lands
persons
were contacted, 14 violations were observed,
alerting persons to these values and the need for profour formal warnings issued, and over 70 illegally
tection.
obtained artifacts seized. Though no individuals
g. Lastly, a news release is scheduled announcing
were found excavating, the illegalities of surface colthis operation. It will be issued to all papers around
lecting on public lands were explained and no doubt
the Pacific Northwest once the toll-free number has
carried back to their respective communities. Also,
been installed.
during this sweep numerous sites were visited by the
ground units, monitoring for evidence of recent activi2. Training for law enforcement personnel, state and
ties. More surveillance activities are planned in the
federal employees, and tribal members
future.
Various levels of training are now available
The Pacific Northwest is rich in cultural tradithrough Operation SAVE focusing on law enforcement procedures as they apply to the protection of
tion, but the tangible reminders of the various tradi-
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tions are continually being destroyed through ignorance or greed of collectors and vandals. Valuable
scientific and cultural information is threatened, and
Native American spiritual values are violated, particularly through grave desecration. Operation SAVE
makes a concerted effort to increase the public's
awareness of these values so fewer violations will
occur out of ignorance and the intentional violations
will be reported by responsible individuals. Hopefully, this will help in reversing the prevailing trends
and SAVE these values for future generations to
appreciate.

from 20 feet below. She is as superior to those smaller paintings as a European master is to high school
watercolors.

ShE Who WATchEs

There were a few more bullet pocks than the last
time I'd seen her, and the red paint surface through
which the ancient artist patiently ground her features has weathered a little paler, but Tsaglala still
looks down, as she has done for no one knows how
many centuries. "She who watches," her name
means.

Suddenly her face loomed above us, 3 feet broad
with perfectly curved sets of concentric rings for eyes
(the broad outer ones joining to form her nose), bearlike ears and a wide smile through which appears her
tongue. I used to think the square of her tongue was
meant to be her mouth, but examination of many other representations has convinced me that it is her
tongue, stuck out or curved back behind her lower
teeth. The brow curves are sublimely rhythmic, and
the eyes stare out into eternity from black rimrock
still as death.

The following is a portion of an article which
appeared in Portland's The Oregonian on September
28, 1986. It was written by Rick Rubin. Because of
its length, however, over half of the article has been
deleted.

It is the bullet holes that make me reluctant to
tell any but respected friends where Tsaglala is located. There are crazies who shoot at anything that
does not shoot back and collectors capable of dynamiting rock to take the remains home. Sometimes I
think she should be covered with glass, to protect her
from the elements, but that only would draw the
attention of such savages. I never approach without
fearing what I may find.

I took my friend to see Tsaglala the other day. It
had been a long time since I'd gone to see that beautiful ancient lady, and Charlotte had never even heard
of her Tsaglala (pronounced like a watery ripple,
tsa-la-la) watches my every move, whether I see her
or not. But an occasional visit does no harm.
The place where she dwells is dusty and unprepossessing now, but it used to be the location of one
of the wealthiest and most famous towns in North
America. I won't tell you exactly where it is located,
for reasons that will become clear. I will tell you only
that she lives among rimrock on the Washington side
of the river, just east of the Cascades. You walk some
railroad tracks to approach her. If you want to badly
enough, you'll find her.
I think my friend expected something a bit overblown
by my imagination. Indeed,
the vastness of that land does
tend to overwhelm anything
smaller than a grain elevator.
The sky is a high blue hat,
the rimrock fades into a perspective that reaches infinity,
and the mighty river flows
scant yards below.
But
'Thaglala's broad face caTries
immense and timeless power,
even glimpsed from the railroad tracks 50 yards away.

That face was the most frequent image drawn,
chipped, carved and painted by the Indians of the
Columbia River. It has been found on countless
amulets, carvings, rock paintings, and jewelry. An
example found at Seaside is thought to be 2,000 years
old. Any village older than that would have been
drowned by rising waters .
Some archaeologists date the
appearance of her image
beyond the Cascades to 1,200
'J.{f,~ 'J.{f,ws 'Deaafine
or 1,500 years ago. The
Tsaglala we visited is the
'1Jecem6er 25, 198 7
largest and most artistically
exquisite example of aboriginal
art in the Pacific Northwest.
The people who lived here before
wore her around their necks, pecked her
into rocks and painted her on house
boards. She reminded them that whatever a
person did, Tsaglala was . watching. All up and
down Big River they offered her valuables for
health, long life or wealth and asked her for children,
a husband or even the death of an evil sorcerer. "She
sees you when you come," they said. "She sees you
when you go."

The approach is up a narrow path through yellow grass, past many small
rock-paintings. You see Tsaglala for the first time
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UpcoMiNG EVENTS
-November 6, 1987. State Historical Resources
Commission meeting, Santa Barbara.
-November 7, 1987 Rock Art '87. Contact Ken
Hedges, San Diego Museum of Man, 1350 El Prado, Balboa Park, San Diego, CA 92101.
-January 14-16, 1988. Society for Historical Archaeology Annual Conference, Reno.
-January 16, 1988. SCA Executive Board meeting,
UCLA.
-March 24-26, 1988. Society for California Archaeology Annual Meeting, Redding.
-March 24-26, 1988. American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Kansas City.

-April 27-May 1, 1988. 53rd Annual Meeting, Society for American Archaeology, Phoenix Hilton
Hotel, Phoenix. Contact Sylvia W. Gaines, Department of Anthropology, Arizona State University,
Tempe, AZ 85287
-May 19-22, 1988. Annual State Preservation Conference, Palo Alto. Details to follow.
--January 5-9, 1989. Society for Historical Archaeology Annual Conference; joint meeting with
American Institute of Archaeology, American Philological Association, American School for Oriental
Research, and other groups. Baltimore, Maryland.
Help-we need additional submissions for this
column.

